
GET TO KNOW US



engage design lab
INNOVATING INTERIORS THROUGH INQUIRY



What is the engage design lab

Inclusive. Innovative. 
Research focused.
Human-centered design.



Our mission

Launched and led by the University of Florida’s Interior Design Department, this
initiative harnesses the resources of the College of Design, Construction and
Planning and invites action research fostering sustained partnerships with
practice and industry to develop design strategies and solutions that target
specific needs while confronting larger societal concerns of select cohorts and
special communities.



Who We Are

Candy Carmel-Gilfilen
Associate Chair, Assistant Professor and Undergraduate Coordinator

Carmel-Gilfilen engages in creative, interdisciplinary, collaborative work and 
projects with market leaders celebrating a commitment to evidence-based design.

Margaret Portillo
Professor and Chair, Interim Associate Dean of Research 
in the College of Design, Construction & Planning 

Portillo is a UF Research Foundation Professor who helped create the Engage 
Design Lab that employs a unique multimethods process to study holistic 
experiences within interior environments.

FACULTY & CORE CONTRIBUTORS



Who We Are

Jason Meneely
Associate Professor

Meneely’s research explores strategies for enhancing creativity in individuals, 
teams, and organizations by investigating the collision of cognitive, social, and 
environmental factors. He also explores the use of technology and physical space 
to support active learning and is responsible for the design of numerous 
technology-infused collaborative learning environments on UF’s campus.

Nam-Kyu Park, Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Graduate Coordinator

Park’s research focuses on optimizing well-being, health, and human behavior 
through the design of the built environment. Her principal areas of research 
address the impact of lighting in interior environments and environmental design 
for special needs populations.  She also examines cultural dimensions of the built 
environment defining environmental and social sustainability.  

FACULTY & CORE CONTRIBUTORS



Who We Are

Erin Cunningham
Associate Professor

Cunningham's research focuses on the history and preservation of 19th and 20th Century 
interior spaces. Her research interests include: social settlement houses, vernacular 
architecture, and public housing interiors. Her current work also explores the 
development of a social welfare focus in the interior design profession, and the 
application of narrative methodology to the study of historic spaces. In both her research 
and teaching, Professor Cunningham explores interior spaces from a socio-historical 
perspective, concentrating on issues of race, gender and class.

Sheila Bosch, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Dr. Bosch, previously having served as the Director of Research at Gresham, 
Smith and Partners, is a national thought leader regarding evidence-based 
design. Her research with UF’s Engage Design Lab is focused on improving 
occupants’ experiences in educational and healthcare environments. 

FACULTY & CORE CONTRIBUTORS



Who We Are

Elizabeth Calienes
Doctoral Student
Elizabeth Calienes is pursuing a doctoral degree at the University of Florida, where she 
also completed her Master of Interior Design. She is spearheading the Interior Design 
Department’s Engage Design Lab initiative. Calienes has worked professionally in the 
fields of shopper marketing, advertising, graphic design and film.

Shabboo Valipoor
Assistant Professor

Valipoor’s research explores the ways of improving occupants’ physiological 
and psychological health and wellbeing. Her specific focus is on safety and 
care quality in healthcare facilities and environments for the elderly.

FACULTY & CORE CONTRIBUTORS
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ENGAGE DESIGN LAB COORDINATOR



Who We Are

Jae hwa Lee Daejin Kim

Maria Sanchez

Beth McGee Julie EmmingerLesa Lorusso

Min-Kyoung Kim

PRO TEM CONTRIBUTORS

Master 
Student

Doctoral Students



The Focus of our Lab

¨ Engage Design focuses on using design to generate new knowledge and 
innovative solutions to address pressing social issues. Needs are identified 

by individuals, public agencies, private organizations, non-profit groups, 
and educational institutions who are willing to collaborate and participate 

in an inclusive process and iterative cycle of design thinking involving 
stakeholder engagement, design development, implementation and 
assessment.



The Focus of our Lab

The Engage Design Lab serves as a conduit for the application of theory and 
research to solve real-world problems that face people. We aim to support all 
people with a range of physical and cognitive capacities and define the spectrum 
of “end users” as including those with a range of abilities and needs (e.g., 
dementia, autism, ADHD etc.) who could be better served by design. 

§ Healthcare Environments 
(e.g., patients, families, caregivers, and staff 
from facility management to maintenance)

§ Learning Environments 
(e.g., students, teachers, administrators as well 
as parent volunteers and visiting collaborators). 



Guiding Principles
All research, projects and activities reflect the following guiding principles: 

INCLUSIVE Creating inclusive environments that support the diverse make-up of campus, local, 
national and global communities.  Special emphasis is placed on designing to optimize healthcare and 
educational outcomes for all types of people.  

INNOVATIVE Advancing and testing imaginative solutions using design thinking and creative 
problem-solving strategies, methods and technologies applying a human-centered research process to 
envision, study and/or evaluate cutting-edge interior spaces within the built environment.

CULTIVATING CHANGE Integrating high-level research methods and assessment practices 
to create schematic design solutions, test and refine these solutions and assess environments to 
optimize individual, community or organizational functioning.

AWARENESS & ACTION Raising public awareness of the critical role design plays in 
improving people’s lives—specifically in the areas of healthcare and education—through multi-media 
dissemination.  

CONSERVATION Employing sustainable design practices by thoughtfully reducing the 
environmental “footprint” of the spaces and prioritizing, when appropriate, the adaptive reuse of 
existing buildings and environments.



Our advantage

¨ Access to multiple 
hospitals within a 5 
mile radius with a total 
of 1764 beds

¨ Ability to conduct 
research with a large 
community of over 
50,000 higher 
education students

Undergraduate 
Students

• Testing prototypes
• Fresh and diverse 
approach to design

Graduate Students
• Advancing the body 

of knowledge
• Publishing & presenting 

at conferences

Our 
Faculty

Key benefits of UF Engage Design Lab



OUR PROCESS 



¨ Feed 

¨ Evolve

¨ Reveal

¨ Narrate

FERN
How we approach each project



¨ Feed: input from literature, stakeholders, 
observations, primary data collection

¨ Evolve: preliminary studies, pilot testing, 
in-depth data collection, 
stakeholder engagement

¨ Reveal: execution building upon research outcomes

¨ Narrate: share and bring our findings to life
{publishing, presenting, among others)

How we approach each project

FERN



FEED & EVOLVE: Data Collection Methods

¨ Intercept interviews

¨ Observations & Site Analysis
¨ Visual Surveys

capture first person experiences 
using graphic imagery or 
integration of new and emerging 
technologies (eg. virtual reality)

¤ VR – Panoramic pov

¤ Mobile missions



FEED & EVOLVE: Narrative Analysis

¨ Perspectives from patients &  caregivers



OUR WORK



From Learning 
Commons to 
Learning 
Communities
EDL & The Agency 
awarded a National 
ASID grant 



A multi-case study will be conducted to 
better understand mixed-use learning 
zones that blur the boundaries between 
commons and classrooms to support 
diverse stakeholder needs (students, 
instructors, and staff) while encouraging 
informal social collision and catalytic 
learning interactions at all scales. The 
evidence-based design guidelines 
developed from this research will help 
educators and designers successfully 
implement these spaces in practice.

THE PROJECT





“We’re taking active learning to the next level,” said Sheila Bosch, 
interior design assistant professor and the principal investigator of 
the project. “Engaging millennial and subsequent generations of 

students demands that we look outside the classroom box. 
Moving beyond traditional classroom-centric research, we will 
study how learning happens in the ‘in-between’ spaces, where 

more collaborative and less formal learning occurs.”



“In much the same way that mixed-use planning can activate 
urban centers, mixed-use learning zones create synergistic 

adjacencies and blended spaces that keep the learning 
environment multi-modal, active and vibrant,” 

said Jason Meneely, interior design associate professor.



“The Millennial generation is creating a shift in the field of education 
and it is our mission as researchers, educators and designers to develop 

actionable guidelines that address their learning styles,” said 
Elizabeth Calienes, Engage Design Lab coordinator and Ph.D. student. 
“We are honored to receive the 2016 ASID Transform Grant and cannot 

think of a better way to kick-off our Engage Design Lab initiative.”
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Heavener Hall – Undergraduate Business

FEED & EVOLVE: Case Selection



Heavener Hall – Undergraduate Business

AHA Lab - Journalism

FEED & EVOLVE: Case Selection



Heavener Hall – Undergraduate BusinessHough Hall – Graduate Business

FEED & EVOLVE: Case Selection



Heavener Hall – Undergraduate Business

Marston Science Library

FEED & EVOLVE: Case Selection



To improve the overall 
faculty, student and visitor 
experience, the College is 

planning to update* some of 
the facilities. How important 

is this initiative to you?

FEED: Facilities Survey to Students, Faculty & Staff



What space utilization would you like to see 
improved or increased at the College? 

Other
11%

Eating
40%

Meeting
16%

Studying
26%

Socializing
7%

Student 
Cafeteria

28%

Bailey Court 
Room
22%

Faculty 
Dining 
Room
11%

Holland Hall 
3rd Floor 
Hallways

17%

Classrooms
22%

Of the spaces identified below, which 
do you believe are priority?

FEED: Facilities Survey to Students, Faculty & Staff



EVOLVE: Color Studies & Research



EVOLVE: Color Studies & Research



REVEAL: Color Study Booklets & Idea Boxes



REVEAL: Color Study Booklets & Idea Boxes

Cool & Calm Tone 
Color Palette

Warm, Earth Tones
Color Palette

Neutrals with 
Saturated Color 
Palette





















FEED: Cafeteria interviews, observations & behavioral mapping



FEED: Cafeteria interviews, observations & behavioral mapping



NARRATE: Cafeteria Re-Design Presentations



NARRATE: Cafeteria Re-Design Presentations



FEED & EVOLVE: Surveys to evaluate design solutions



EVOLVE: Cafeteria Re-Design posters & on site interviews



EVOLVE & REVEAL: Little Hall Renovations



EVOLVE & REVEAL: Little Hall Renovations



Our partners



UF Projects

¨ CLAS: Biology & Psychology

¨ School of Art + Art History

¨ Gator Boosters

¨ Marston Library

¨ Honors Program (Faculty)

¨ Rinker (Social Spaces)

¨ Harn Museum (Retail)

¨ Museum of Natural History

¨ Baby Gator

¨ College of Engineering



Community Projects

¨ Firestone Building

¨ CADE Museum

¨ Governer’s House

¨ La Hacienda Hotel (Adaptive Reuse)



Thank you

For more information contact:

Elizabeth Calienes
Engage Design Lab Coordinator

College of Design, Construction and Planning
Department of Interior Design
156 Architecture Building
T. 352-294-1430


